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a b s t r a c t

We report on a laboratory setup suitable for quality control and analysis of optical slabs in the sense of

perfection of their geometry and optical bulk homogeneity. Our non-contact technique based on

principles of interferometry permits high-speed, precise quantitative characterization of the wedge

(apex) angle and/or face flatness imperfection, as well as bulk inhomogeneity of optical slabs. The setup

has been subjected to test measurements on several samples manufactured from pure and MgO-doped

LiNbO3 crystals for which the wedge angle and flatness deviation have been evaluated. The technique

and the methodology developed by us can be offered for use in scientific research laboratories and

industry.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Significant recent progress in many areas of optoelectronics is
indebted to new advanced optical materials and relevant growth or
synthesis technologies likewise material-processing methods, tech-
niques and machineries that transform industrial materials from
their raw state into finished parts or products. Optical technologies
are now available to produce extremely high-quality optical ele-
ments in large quantities. Thus, any efforts aimed at increasing
production and improving quality control of these elements seem to
be urgent. Electro-optic and acousto-optic modulators or deflectors,
nonlinear optical converters and parametric optical generators
represent examples of modern optoelectronic devices. Their crucial
part is an optical cell, usually a slab of a rectangular shape made of
crystalline or amorphous material [1–4].

Technical characteristics of such active elements, and conse-
quently their quality, depend much on the technology, particu-
larly on the quality of the optical materials themselves, as well as
cutting and polishing procedures used in their processing. Optical
inhomogeneities of the materials caused by technological defects,
strains or other structural features (e.g., domain structure, growth
imperfections or inhomogeneities), and geometrical imperfec-
tions like, e.g., non-parallelism of cell faces (wedging) or deviation
from their flatness (face rounding near edges) may be reflected in
significant worsening of characteristics of devices. Accordingly,

precise technological control of relevant parameters remains in
the focus of considerable attention of many companies that deal
with production of optoelectronic components and devices.

In the present work we demonstrate an interoferometric
technique suitable for high-speed and precise determination of
the wedge angle and the face flatness, as well as wavefront
aberrations over the whole sample aperture for a light beam
passing through slabs subjected to analysis. Our method comple-
ments essentially a number of other interferometric laboratory
setups developed recently for precise automated determination of
optical and geometrical characteristics of optical slabs made of
amorphous or anisotropic materials, such as thickness and/or
refractive index(ices) [5–7], piezo-optic [8–13] and electro-optic
[14,15] coefficients, or acousto-optic [16,17] parameters.

2. Theoretical background

The method uses two well known principles. The first one,
which is based on Snell’s law, tells that a plane-parallel plate does
not change the propagation direction of normally incident light
which passes through it, whereas any tilt of such a plate leads
only to parallel shifts of the beam. Thus, if a sample under study
changes the light beam direction, this would mean that its
opposite faces are not parallel and this slab can be considered
as a combination of a parallel plate and a refraction prism as
shown in Fig. 1(a). Actually, we deal here with a refraction prism
characterized by a small apex angle (yr61) usually called as an
optical wedge. Although below we analyze only the simplest case
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of optically isotropic material medium, the relevant results could
be trivially expanded to the case of anisotropic crystals.

Let us assume that the direction of incident light is nearly
perpendicular to the sample surface. Then the deviation angle g
may be derived directly from Snell’s law, resulting in the simple
relation [18]

g� n�1ð Þy ð1Þ

where n is the refractive index characterizing material of the slab.
The apex angle y and the thickness difference Dd (see Fig. 1(a))
can be determined as

y¼ g
n�1ð Þ

,

Dd¼ ltan y,

(
ð2Þ

where l is the sample aperture. To determine the deviation angle
g, the second principle should be applied. Assuming that we deal
with coherent light (e.g., from laser sources), it describes the
pattern caused by interference of two parallel beams. The period
of this pattern, i.e. the distance between the neighbor interference
fringes, L, is defined as [19]

L¼
l

2ncsin a , ð3Þ

where l is the wavelength of the light, a the convergence angle
(see Fig. 1(b)), and nc the refractive index of the medium in which
the coherent light beams are subjected to interference. By
projecting such a pattern on the screen, one can measure its
period L. Then the convergence angle in air (n ~n � 1) can be
determined as

a¼ arc sin
l

2L
: ð4Þ

Let us consider the wedge sample shown in Fig. 1(a). The
interference pattern for this particular case represents a set of
equally spaced, parallel horizontal fringes. In practice the sample

may be rotated about the beam by an arbitrary angle so that the
interference pattern consists generally of tilted fringes. By mea-
suring the period in the horizontal (Lh) and vertical (Lv) direc-
tions, one can determine the corresponding components of the
deviation angle, gh and gv. Taking into account that g¼2a, these
components are given by the relation

gh,v ¼ 2arc sin
l

2Lh,v
: ð5Þ

As a result, the components of the wedge angle, yh and yv, and
the thickness deviations Ddh and Ddv can be determined using the
following expressions:

yh,v ¼
2

n�1ð Þ
arc sin l

2Lh,v
,

Ddh,v ¼ lh,vtan 2
n�1ð Þ

arc sin l
2Lh,v

h i
,

8><
>: ð6Þ

where lh and lv are the slab dimensions defining its aperture.

3. Experimental setup and method description

Our experimental setup (see Fig. 2) is based on a Mach–
Zehnder interferometer (beam splitters 3 and 7, and rotating
mirrors 4 and 5). It contains a single-mode He–Ne laser 1, a beam
expander 2 with a spatial filter, a sample holder 6, a polarizer 11,
a screen 8 on which interference pattern is projected, and a CCD
camera 9 connected to a personal computer (PC) 10. The polarizer
11 is used when the geometries of each slab surface need to be
analyzed separately. In this case the sample 6 is set instead of the
rotating mirror 5, i.e. the slab surface itself acts as a reflecting
mirror. Here the beam expander 2 forms a parallel beam with a
diameter substantially exceeding the aperture of the slab. The
beam splitter 3 splits the expanded beam into two beams of equal
intensities, whereas the beam splitter 7 merges them again
together, thereby resulting in the interference pattern projected
on the screen 8. The CCD camera 9 is used to detect the interference
pattern, being subjected to subsequent processing by means of
the PC 10.

The analysis of the sample is held in the following order.
Initially, the interferometer must be adjusted without the sample
in such a manner that only one broad interference fringe (no
matter which, light or dark one) is observed on the screen 8, thus
leading to nearly homogeneous background illumination. In the
next step the sample is placed into one of interferometer arms. A
phase shift induced by the sample results in changing interfer-
ence pattern, which occurs in a certain part of the expanded beam
called hereafter as a sample field (see Fig. 3(a)). Evidently, this
high-density fringe pattern, which originates from the light
passing through the sample, is observed against a relatively

Fig. 1. Refraction of laser beam by a slab with wedge-like faces (a) and inter-

ference of two coherent laser beams projected on a screen (b).

Fig. 2. Laboratory setup for controlling wedge angle and surface flatness of optical

slabs: 1—laser; 2—beam expander; 3,7—beam splitters; 4,5—mirrors; 6 or

60—sample; 8—screen; 9—CCD camera; 10—personal computer and 11—polarizer.
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homogeneous background illumination caused by the light pro-
pagating outside the sample (a background field). Generally
speaking, the change in the interference pattern here may result
from the optical bulk inhomogeneity of a material used, as well as
from non-parallelism of the sample faces, i.e. sample wedging or
other geometry imperfections (like, e.g., face rounding near the
edges). For this reason the altered pattern is then recorded and
subjected to image processing, in order to determine the spatial
period components Lh and Lv. In the final step the wedge angle
may be evaluated by means of Eq. (6), assuming that the
refractive index n is known.

To assess the other sample imperfections (e.g., the face flatness
imperfection or inhomogeneity of optical properties across the
aperture of the crystal sample), it is necessary to readjust the
interferometer. By rotating the mirror 5, the beam passing
through the sample has to be redirected parallel to the reference
beam. This increases the spatial period (or decreases the number
of fringes) for the interference pattern observed in the sample
field. On the other hand, it will simultaneously increase the
density of fringes observed within the background field. Therefore
the pattern becomes in the end very similar to that observed in
the sample field before readjustment of the interferometer
(compare Fig. 3(a) and (b)). If the fringes disappear completely
within the sample field, i.e. the pattern finally looks there as a
homogeneously illuminated field, then one deals with an optically
homogeneous sample having perfectly flat opposite faces which,
at the same time, are not necessarily parallel to each other.

Thus by measuring the spatial period of the interference
pattern within the background field (see Fig. 3(b)) one may
determine again the sample wedging. Analyzing the sample field
in Fig. 3(b), one may conclude that either one surface or both slab
surfaces are not perfectly flat or the sample is spatially inhomo-
geneous, which may be caused by a number of reasons (e.g., low
optical quality of the raw material or mechanical strains that
occur during processing of this material). To distinguish between
different reasons, the surface flatness should be analyzed sepa-
rately for each face in the reflected light, i.e. by replacing the
mirror 5 with the sample (see Fig. 2). Then only the geometry
imperfections of the surface would be explored. Performing
comparative analysis of different interference patterns, one may
conclude on whether the remaining interference fringes within
the sample field (see Fig. 3(b)) are geometrical or/and bulk
imperfections.

Special attention has to be given to the case where the sample
wedging is very large so that the resulting high-density inter-
ference pattern cannot be resolved by the CCD camera (see Fig. 4).
In such situation one should measure components of the beam
shift in the horizontal and vertical directions, Ah and Av, as well as
the distance between the sample and the screen, B (see Fig. 2).

The components of the deviation angle are then determined as

gh,v ¼ arctan
Ah,v

B
: ð7Þ

Thus one must use a couple of fairly similar equations

yh,v ¼
1

n�1ð Þ
arctan Ah,v

B ,

Ddh,v ¼ lh,vtan 1
n�1ð Þ

arctan Ah,v

B

h i
,

8><
>: ð8Þ

instead of Eq. (6). In particular, Fig. 4 shows the interference
pattern for the case of very large wedge angle. Components of the
beam shift in the horizontal and vertical directions, Ah and Av, are
labeled here.

4. Experimental results

In this section we present test measurements on several
samples, using the laboratory setup and the methodology
described above. For this aim, boules (Ø¼50 mm) of the pure
LiNbO3 and MgO-doped LiNbO3 single crystals have been sub-
jected to processing (including crystallographic orientation by
means of the X-ray technique and consequent cutting and
polishing procedures), in order to prepare slabs with the dimen-
sions of approximately 10�10�12 mm3. Two samples of differ-
ent crystallographic orientations, which represent a direct crystal
cut (the faces are perpendicular to the principal X, Y or Z axes) and
a 451/X cut, have been chosen for further interferometric analyses.
The quality of material processing procedures has been

Fig. 3. Interference patterns of a sample before (a) and after (b) readjusting the interferometer.

Fig. 4. Interference pattern of a sample characterized by a large wedge angle

between the opposite faces.
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intentionally chosen to be different for different faces. Thereby
the interferometric analysis has had as its purpose characterizing
the geometry imperfections quantitatively. Figs. 5 and 6 present
the interference patterns for the direct and the 451/X cuts,
respectively. They have been captured when the monochromatic
laser light (l¼633 nm) passes through the samples along the
three different crystallographic directions associated with the
actual orientation directions of the slab faces (see the labels).
Here the left and right panels correspond to the two different
settings in the interferometer setup used during the analysis as
described in the previous section (see Figs. 2 and 3, as well as the
relevant explanation). Already a first glance at these patterns
gives an idea about the features and the scale of the geometrical
imperfections for each of those particular cases. The larger the
fringe density, the larger the wedge angle between the opposite
faces, and vice versa. The distortion of the interference pattern,
which is observed near the edges, suggests that, in addition to the
face wedging, we deal also with imperfectly flat faces, i.e. their
geometry is characterized by roundings near the edges. Subse-
quent image processing allows describing such a kind of sample
imperfections quantitatively. In our evaluations we rely on
the refractive indices for the LiNbO3 (or LiNbO3 �MgO) crystals,
no¼2.2865 (or 2.2841) and ne¼2.2034 (or 2.1994) as measured

with the interferometric method [20] for the direct crystal cut.
The effective refractive index calculated for the 451/X cut sample
is n4 ¼ n4 ¼

ffiffiffi
2
p

=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n�2

o þn�2
e

p
¼2.2438 for LiNbO3 and 2.2406 for

LiNbO3 �MgO. The total apex angle y characterizing the face
wedging may be evaluated as y¼ ðy2

hþy
2
vÞ

1=2, where yh and yv

are the wedge angle components calculated using Eq. (6) and the
interference pattern periods measured along the horizontal and
vertical directions, respectively. The angle y determined this way,
as well as its components, yh and yv, is labeled in Figs. 5 and 6 for
each of the presented particular cases. One can see that the angle
y depends notably on the quality of mechanical processing. It
ranges from 37.500 for the 451/X cut (the light wave vector q994,
where 4 implies the diagonal Y–Z direction, see Fig. 6(b)) down to
3016.400 for the direct cut (q99Z ,see Fig. 5(c)). The distortion of the
interference fringes near the sample edges is relevant to their
shift from about one half to a whole inter-fringe spacing. In the
assumption that both faces are rounded nearly equally, this
roughly corresponds to the deviation from perfect flatness at
the edges, Ddedg¼(0.5C1)l/(2(n�1)), i.e. in the range from 0.12
to 0.25 mm for each face in average. For a more explicit char-
acterization, the surface flatness should be explored separately for
each face, while replacing the mirror 5 with the sample
(see Fig. 2). Patterns recorded in such a way may be also used

Fig. 5. Interference patterns for rectangular crystal sample of pure LiNbO3 (direct cut) obtained along the principal crystallographic directions (see labels) by means of

interferometric setup of Fig. 2. Left and right panels correspond to different adjustments of laser beam direction q (see explanations in text): (a) q99X; y¼2043.200 (yh¼700;

yv¼204300 , h99Y, v99Z); (b) q99Y; y¼45.200 (yh¼400; yv¼4500 , h99Z, v99X) and (c) q99Z; y¼3016.400 (yh¼1200; yv¼301600 , h99Y, v99X).
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for subsequent image processing aimed at getting a 3D profile of
the surface.

5. Conclusions

Taking together, we have presented here a laboratory setup
suitable for the quality control and quantitative analysis of optical
slabs in the sense of their geometry perfection and optical bulk
homogeneity. Being based on the Mach–Zehnder interferometer,
such a non-contact technique is able to give both fast and precise
quantitative characterization of the face wedging and/or flatness
imperfection, together with the wavefront aberrations of optical
slabs. By applying different settings in the interferometer setup,
which include interferometric analyses in the transmitted and
reflected light, one can separate well the geometrical imperfec-
tions relevant with the faces wedging and the deviations from
flatness. Our setup has been subjected to the test measurements
performed on several samples manufactured from both pure
LiNbO3 and the same crystals doped with MgO, for which the

wedging angles and the deviations from flatness have been
evaluated. The technique and the methodology developed here
can be suitable for scientific research laboratories and industry.
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